In certain temperature ranges, the e.m.f. of binary molten salt concentration cells without transference can be described by a mole fraction expansion with three constants depending linearly on temperature.
holds. Here j 2 is the activity coefficient and x 2 the mole fraction of Ag X. On the other hand the relation and truncating the series after the third term we get
is valid, where //f E is the excess chemical potential of component i.
From (2) and (3) we obtain

112?= -F{0-0 ) -RT\nx 2 . (4)
Using the series expansion [1] [I^ = B 2 X X 2 + B 3 
Plotting the published e.m.f.-data for molten alkali halide -+-silver halide mixtures (see references in Table 1 ), measured at constant x 2 and at various temperatures, versus T, one obtains a linear relationship of the form 0 -0-= a + bT.
(6)
The same relation also exists for alkali nitrate + silver nitrate melts [1] . From (5) and (6) we find
Thus B 2 , £3, and Z?4 have to depend linearly on T{P = const):
From ( 
RT In / 2 = (a 0 + ßo T) *i 2 + (ai + ßi T) xj
2) The thermodynamic factor r 1 + (ein/ 2 /91nx 2 )
is given by
+ 3 (ai + ßi T)xi + 4 (a 2 + ß 2 T) x^]
as seen from (12).
3) The excess molar Gibbs function can be shown to be
The excess molar enthalpy 7? E can be determined more exactly by calorimetric measurements, and with that it is possible to calculate the excess molar entropy £ E from (15): Criterion o! Consistency
To obtain an idea on the compatibility of the e.m.f.-data with those leading to "a" and "ft" in (6), we have developed a relation between calorimetric and electrochemical measurements. This is referred to as "criterion of consistency" or briefly as "consistency test". The starting-points are the calorimetrically determined enthalpies of mixing quoted by Kleppa and his coworkers [2] , which they represent by
x 2 is again the mole fraction of the silver halogen; the coefficients a*, ft*, and c* are given for binary fused chlorides, bromides and nitrates. The partial excess molar enthalpies ß 2 E of component 2 is given by e = RK-x x (dH E ldxi),
and from this and (17) Furthermore, we have
From (4) and (6) there follows
Comparing the coefficients of (20) and (21), we obtain
(22) implies that i?2 E is independent of temperature. But actually, looking at the experimental data of Dantzer and Kleppa [2] , there is a slight tempera-ture dependence of R2 E , so that we have to take two factors into consideration.
The variation of /?2
E with temperature is comparatively small. This is due to the fact that 0 -0' is not strictly linear in T but can be approached by a linear function within experimental accuracy. Thus, according to (22) , "a" is equivalent to -R^jF.
The effect of temperature on R 2
E illustrates that the values of "a" and R 2 E /F are not identical at any given temperature.
The consistency between measurements from calorimetric and electrochemical investigations indicate that (22) We used this consistency test to check the reliability of the e.m.f.-data of all systems in Table 1 (except the iodide systems for which .^-measurements do not exist). When data were available from more than one source, only one was used in view of the above relationship.
Results and Discussion
The e.m.f.-data of the selected references are plotted vs. temperature for certain mole fraction and least-squares fitted to linear functions, or taken directly from the references. The factors "a" and "6" of (6), depending on concentration result from this. The six constants ao, ai, 0C2; ßo, ßi, ßi result from equations (9) and (10) by means of a polynominal approach with the least-squares method. The constants of the selected systems, obtained in this way, are listed in Table 2 .
With the six constants it is possible to calculate the activity coefficients of various systems, according to (11) and (12), as well as the activities aj = Xifi, the thermodynamic factor r according to (14) , and the excess molar Gibbs function Q E according to (15) , at any given temperature and composition above the liquidus.
Column 9 of Table 2 shows the mean square deviations of single values
A0Author is the e.m.f.-difference 0 -0' measured by the author in the cited paper, A0 C^\ the corresponding difference calculated with the six constants, and n the number of composition points measured by the author. The deviations are given in mV, since the absolute measurements and thus the relative percentage deviation depend strongly on the composition. Starting with the assumption that the deviation of e.m.f.-measurement on a concentration cell without transference is about 0.5 mV, the representation of the e. m. f. by the six constants is very satisfactory. At a composition of #2 = 0.8 it causes a relative deviation of 2-5%, and at x 2 = 0.3 it is always less than 1% for all systems, except LiBr + AgBr and Lil + Agl. This is the effect of the Li + -ion itself. Besides that, the e.m.f.- Table 3 
